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VLSSS Graduate 

Sabrina Matan 

We have had over 200 

students join the program 

since our foundation. There 

have been many remarkable 

success stories in that time. 

We’d like to share one of 

those heart-warming stories 

with you, that of Sabrina 

Matan, VLSSS 2013 and 

VLSSS 2014 graduate…. 

 

Turn to 

page…. 

Inspiring Leaders 

Jayford Sarial 

We seek outstanding young 

individuals to join the 

teaching team each year, to 

inspire the next generation 

of leaders. Jayford Sarial, 

teacher from VLSSS 2013 and 

VLSSS 2014, is a fine example 

of what we are after.  We’d 

like to tell you his 

extraordinary story…. 

 
Words from Kate Snailham 

We have been extremely lucky to bring on board some exceptionally 

talented and passionate individuals over the past few years. Kate 

Snailham has a wealth of experience working in education on 

Pentecost. She joined us for both VLSSS 2015 and VLSSS 2016, hear 

what she has to say…. 

 
Welcome to the very first edition of Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School’s quarterly newsletter! 

….. The organisation has come a long way since its foundation in 2012, today a well-established 

…. and resoundingly successful program. It wouldn’t have been possible without 

…………. our supporters, our donors, our teachers, our partner schools, our students; 

……….. the VLSSS family. This newsletter is for you, and will keep you well 

….. 

 

informed and up to date with all things VLSSS, it guarantees 

…………… to be a great read. Here is a glimpse of this jam- 

…..….. packed issue, your little piece of VLSSS history…. 

November 2016 – Edition 1 

 

Proudly sponsored by 

 

British Friends of Vanuatu 

Proudly sponsored by 

 
Kiwanis Club of Port Vila 

founded in 2012 

Want to join the VLSSS quarterly newsletter mailing list? Just contact us at: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

mailto:reachVLSSS@gmail.com
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These students will return for their second summer 

school to further develop their leadership potential, 

with additional responsibilities and opportunities. 

They will play a key role in mentoring and supporting 

the younger students. They will be role models, giving 

those students something to aspire to, with the close 

guidance of yet another strong team of teachers. 

I could never have imagined that the organisation 

would be where it is today. Not only that, but that the 

program still has the initial vision at its core. There 

have been many developments over the last few 

years, but the basic concept is still the same. It’s a 

formula that works, having been tweaked to make 

each successive school even more successful than the 

last. 

VLSSS makes January such a special month for so 

many. The change in the students in the space of just 

three or four weeks is remarkable, and has to be seen 

to be believed. They arrive very shy with little 

confidence, and they leave unrecognisable, a shadow 

of their former selves. I would encourage you all to ask 

any of our past teachers to tell you about their 

experiences, I guarantee they would all have many 

heart-warming stories to share. 

I would like to take this opportunity to say thank you 

to those who have supported VLSSS over the last few 

years. To our donors, British Friends of Vanuatu and 

more recently the Kiwanis Club of Port Vila, who have 

backed us with more than just their significant 

funding. To our teachers, a mix of local and 

international volunteers, who have made each and 

every summer school extraordinary. To our partner 

schools, and especially our host school Bwatnapni 

Primary & Junior Secondary School, who all add so 

much value. To not only the parents of our students 

but also the communities of Pentecost as a whole, 

they continue to show so much faith in the 

organisation. And finally, most of all to our students, 

the little stars, who gain so much but give so much 

more. A massive thank you to all, you are too many to 

mention by name in this column, but don’t 

underestimate our great appreciation of your efforts. 

I hope you all enjoy the first edition of the VLSSS 

quarterly newsletter. I think it’s a cracking read! I 

encourage you to check out our website too: 

vanuatuslittlestarssummerschool.weebly.com 

James David Roberts, 

Director, 

Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School 

 

Director’s Column 

 

Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School was founded in 

2012. The program wasn’t trying to replicate anything 

that already existed, it was attempting to fill a gap. It 

gave me great confidence that despite having little to 

go on other than a vision, probably articulated very 

badly (as a mathematician words have never been my 

strong point!), there was great interest and faith. Four 

Anglophone schools in South Pentecost were 

approached to join the first summer school, and all 

committed, along with their students. Parents who 

had never even heard of the concept of a summer 

school willingly agreed to let their sons and daughters 

leave home for a whole month, when they had never 

spent time away from their families. Georgia 

Naughton-Watt, now the VLSSS Programme Manager, 

didn’t hesitate in jumping on a plane and heading over 

from Western Australia to join the first summer 

school. 

I remember wondering in late 2012 whether we had 

bitten off more than we could chew, whether anybody 

would even turn up! Thankfully they did, a great 

bunch of 30 year 6 leaver students in January 2013. 

That’s when it really hit home. The last boat load of 

kids arrived and a parent accompanying them said 

‘They’re all now in your hands for the next month’, no 

pressure! That first school was stepping into a big 

unknown and exceeded all expectations. Friday the 1st 

of February 2013 is still my most memorable day to 

date on Pentecost, the first VLSSS Graduation Day and 

a great celebration of all that had happened in that 

special month, an unforgettable occasion. 

It’s now the end of 2016 and we are getting ready for 

our fifth anniversary. We expect close to 100 students 

in January 2017 for our fifth edition, a mix of the 

brightest Anglophone and Francophone minds across 

the whole of Pentecost, about 30 partner schools. Not 

only year 6 leavers, but year 10 leavers too, the same 
group that made up the first summer school in 2013. 

http://vanuatuslittlestarssummerschool.weebly.com/
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to go and see different places’. That’s right, Sabrina 

wants to become a pilot! It’s great to see her aiming 

so high, but where exactly does she want to travel to? 

‘Mi wantem ko long evri ples nomo bae mi save karem 

plen I ko long hem! – I want to go to everywhere that I 

can take a plane!’. Fantastic! 

Earlier this year Malapoa College celebrated its 50th 

anniversary, and as part of the festivities the school’s 

alumni were invited to talk to today’s students. One 

stood out for Sabrina, ‘Wan woman pilot, hemi yang 

nomo, I kam tok tok long ples ia. Hem blong Vanuatu 

nomo. Hemi wan atlit afta taem wea hemi stap long 

plen blong ko ron long PNG hemi stap luk ol pilot, se 

hem tu I wantem kam wan pilot – A female pilot, she 

was only young, came to talk. She was from Vanuatu. 

She was an athlete and when she was on a plane to go 

and run in PNG she watched the pilots, so she also 

wanted to become a pilot’. Sabrina was inspired. 

School fees are a challenge for many parents in 

Vanuatu, particularly single mothers. Selina Matan, 

Sabrina’s mother, has struggled to meet those costs 

despite her best efforts. VLSSS brought this to the 

attention of Warren and Linda Agnew, who lead a 

group of volunteers to Pentecost from Armidale, New 

South Wales every year or two. Their groups aid the 

development of local infrastructure, building and 

renovating school classrooms and hospital wards. 

They now support Selina, paying part school fees for 

her daughter. This has allowed Sabrina to continue 

towards achieving her dreams, with her mother still 

playing a major part. It’s a vital contribution. 

We’re excited for Sabrina and can’t wait to welcome 

her and her fellow VLSSS 2014 graduates back to the 

summer school in January 2018. Keep up the great 

work Sabrina! 

 

Sabrina (green polo shirt and red skirt right of centre) and 

fellow VLSSS 2014 students cool off under one of 

Pentecost’s waterfalls! 

VLSSS Graduate 

Sabrina Matan 

What makes VLSSS is our students. Each edition we 

would like to introduce you to our graduates, and to 

kick off we’ve got an absolute gem… 

Name: Sabrina Matan 

Year: VLSSS 2013 & 2014  

Sabrina Matan has come a long way since first joining 

VLSSS a few years ago. A young girl from South 

Pentecost, Sabrina now has dreams that go much 

further than Vanuatu’s borders. She’s going the right 

way about achieving them too. Sabrina is now 

studying at the country’s leading Anglophone 

secondary school, Malapoa College, the former British 

Secondary School. 

We first recognised Sabrina’s talent when she was a 

student at Pangi Primary School, finishing up her 

primary education. After two years at Ranwadi 

Chuches of Christ College on Pentecost Island, she 

thought she’d give Malapoa College a go. She did, 

however, think it was a bit of a long shot, ‘Mi no tink 

se bae mi kam ia – I didn’t think I would be able to 

come’. To her surprise, she got in, and she’s never 

looked back, ‘Mifala I stap nomo long haos, taem ia 

Neu Yia. Taem wea oli talem Malapoa mi jiam jiam 

gud! – We were at home for New Year. When they said 

Malapoa I jumped and jumped!’. 

We were just as excited, but not quite as surprised, to 

hear that Sabrina along with her fellow summer school 

graduates Florence Ala, Georgian Simon, Gorden 

Bebe, Hilton Tari Lolo and Meriam Ware, had all been 

selected to attend such a reputable institution. At 

VLSSS 2014 Sabrina topped the whole of Pentecost for 

her English language ability. Despite her talent, she 

was a quiet, shy girl, but has since grown in 

confidence, ‘Fastaem mi no save tok tok tumas, long 

sama skul yumi mekem plenti drama olsem, mekem se 

mifala kam long ples ia mifala save tok tok! – Before I 

wouldn’t talk, at the summer school we learnt plenty 

of dramas, which made us come here and be able to 

talk!’. 

Enjoying her studies, Sabrina dreamed for a long time 

of becoming an English teacher, but now something 

else has caught her interest, ‘Mi smol I kam mi 

wantem kam wan English tija, ko ko, be naoia mi 

wantem ko lukim ol ples! – From when I was small I 

wanted to become an English teacher, but now I want  
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Meet the New Vollies 

This is where you get to meet the new vollies who will be joining the team for VLSSS 2017. This year will see a 

balanced team of around 9 overseas volunteers and 8 local teachers. That’s right, 17 teachers for around 90 

students! At VLSSS we make sure to have a high teacher to student ratio to give the most outstanding young minds 

of Pentecost the attention needed to really focus on their individual needs. It’s crucial to see those little stars shine. 

You do the maths, 1 teacher for every 5 or 6 students, now that’s a quality education! 

We’ve got three new vollies to introduce you to this time around. First up is Melissa Davis from Brisbane, Australia, 

who’ll be joining the Anglophone team. She can’t wait to make the hop from South-East Asia to Pentecost with her 

stuffed friend…. 

Name: Melissa Davis 

Nationality: Australian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. How about at the summer school itself, what are you looking forward to the most? 

Being fully immersed with the children and in the school. I think that living, sleeping, teaching and playing with 

the students will create a very special connection.  

6. Luxury item, what is going with you that you can’t live without? 

My stuffed koala teddy, I’m not sure at what point I’m supposed to stop admitting that, but at 23 I’m probably 

well past it.  

7. Soon you’ll be on Pentecost, but where are you now and what are you doing? 

Right now I’m at in a little cafe down the side streets of Siem Reap, Cambodia. I’m traveling around South East 

Asia for four months, helping on a few projects and sight-seeing. Right now I’m based at an orphanage just 

outside of town, helping the children to learn English. They have, what we would consider, a very basic living 

environment but they are constantly smiling. They are absolutely beautiful, cheeky and sweet kids and I love 

every day I get to spend with them. 

1. To kick off tell us, are you a Vanuatu first-timer?  

Yes, this will be my first time to the beautiful Vanuatu.  

2. So pretty soon you’ll say Pentecost, but for now, where 

in the world is the favourite place you’ve travelled to? 

I’ve always loved Paris, being a hopeless romantic. The 

city is beautiful, the food is amazing and there is 

nothing better than getting lost in the tiny backstreets 

of Paris.  

3. Now tell us, why VLSSS? 

VLSSS is one of very few programs where you can teach 

and be involved with a single group of students from 

day one right until the end of their stay. It provides a 

very personal opportunity to help the students grow 

and hopefully expand their future ambitions. 

4. Pentecost is a special place, when you step off that 

plane, how do you think you’ll feel? 

Excited and anxious to start, probably mixed with 

exhaustion from a 3 hour flight on the cheapest airline 

I can possibly find.  

 

 

 

 

 

Melissa’s travel snap! 
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8. Get it off your chest! Go ahead and tell us whatever you like! 

I’m very excited to get back to basics on Pentecost! I’m really looking forward to eating food which, in a lot of 

cases, has been grown on the island by the families. Taking processed western food out of the diet for a while 

can’t be a bad thing! 

Great to meet you Melissa, what a champ! Ready to go again? Next is Alexandra Smith from Canberra, Australia. 

She’ll be joining the Francophone team, as well as getting used to life without Netflix…. 

Name: Alexandria Smith 

Nationality: Australian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I’d have to say Turkey! I travelled there with my school in year 9 and it was breath-taking! I loved the culture 

and how friendly the locals were. One of my favourite memories was having exotic fresh fruits and breads for 

breakfast on the rooftop of a hotel in Istanbul that overlooked the Bosphorus Strait. I love history so visiting the 

Hagia Sophia and Gallipoli made my trip. I also loved getting lost in the Grand Bazaar and bargaining for the 

beautifully handcrafted turquoise jewellery with my friends.  

3. Now tell us, why VLSSS? 

I have always loved the South Pacific region, even though I have only visited it twice! I was very active in Girl 

Guides Australia growing up and therefore have always enjoyed volunteering and community work. When I saw 

the flyer for VLSSS, I thought it would be the perfect opportunity to mesh both of these passions. I am currently 

studying the Asia-Pacific region for my degree, and Pacific aid/development is something I am thinking about 

getting into after university. I also love learning and teaching so volunteering at VLSSS was a no-brainer!  

4. Pentecost is a special place, when you step off that plane, how do you think you’ll feel? 

I think I’ll be hot immediately! But after I get over the initial heat, I think I’ll feel excited to spend the next 6 

weeks or so with other university students with similar interests. I also think I will have to adjust to the different 

way of living, so I might be tad nervous for what life will be like in the next 6 weeks.  

5. How about at the summer school itself, what are you looking forward to the most? 

I am looking forward to getting to know the kids! I love teaching and have tutored primary school children for 

a couple of years now. I think it’ll be an awesome experience for me to be able to speak French rather than just 

in the 3 hours of language class I have per week. I also think that going into the dormitories will remind me of 

all the school camps I went to when I was younger so I think it’ll be a bit nostalgic. 

1. To kick off tell us, are you a Vanuatu 

first-timer? 

I sure am! The only other place I have 

been to in the South Pacific is Fiji but 

that was for a family holiday. I’m super 

excited to volunteer in Vanuatu as I 

think it will be a totally different ball 

game to when you visit as a tourist! I 

actually told my little cousin about 

VLSSS and after some research she 

asked me, “won’t you get lost when 

you’re there - it is made up of 82 

different islands you know!”  

2. So pretty soon you’ll say Pentecost, but 

for now, where in the world is the 

favourite place you’ve travelled to? 

 

 

Alexandria in Fiji last year having just spent many hours 

snorkelling, something she hopes to do again in Vanuatu. 
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6. Luxury item, what is going to be a struggle to live without? 

100% Netflix. It is super bad but I have gotten myself into the routine of falling asleep to a movie on Netflix, so 

hopefully I’ll be so exhausted from a hard day of teaching at VLSSS that I’ll fall asleep naturally. But seriously, 

does anyone with Netflix remember what life was like before it came out? It’ll be a tough 6 weeks without 

having all my favourite guilty pleasure TV shows on demand, but I’m sure I’ll manage!  

7. Soon you’ll be on Pentecost, but where are you now and what are you doing? 

Right now, I am sitting at my computer desk at my apartment procrastinating the 1000 exams and assignments 

I have next week *insert crying face* I’m off to work in an hour though to earn some money to spend in Vanuatu 

so that always gets me through! I work at a family centre for mothers and children under 3 who have sleeping 

and eating difficulties so it is actually a really friendly environment. I think a lot of what I have learnt at work 

will be helpful for life in Vanuatu so I’m thankful for that.  

8. Get it off your chest! Go ahead and tell us whatever you like! 

The thing I am most worried about is the concept of ‘island time’. I live out of my diary and if something isn’t 

scheduled in it down to the minute I get anxious! It’ll be interesting to see how I’ll learn to relax over the 6 weeks 

though, and I’ll have to be patient when people don’t show up on time. One of my pet peeves is lateness so it’ll 

be interesting… but I think it will be an amazing experience so in the end I don’t think this will end up phasing 

me too much!  

Fantastic Alexandria, we can’t wait to have you with us! Last but certainly not the least is Emma Mees from Sydney, 

Australia. She’ll be joining the Anglophone team. If you’re looking for beauty and nature Emma, you’ve picked the 

perfect place…. 

Name: Emma Mees 

Nationality: Australian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
the community in both Australia and overseas, and a close friend recommended VLSSS. I read through all the 
information and I am confident that VLSSS is a reliable organisation which provides genuine benefits to the local 
community. 

4. Pentecost is a special place, when you step off that plane, how do you think you’ll feel? 

I am looking forward to the beauty and nature of Pentecost Island, as well as being immersed in the culture. I 

cannot wait to explore the island and meet some of the people who live there. 

  

 

1. To kick off tell us, are you a Vanuatu first-timer? 

No, I visited Vanuatu in January this year and I 
loved both the people I met, who were so 
friendly, and the beautiful vibrant surroundings. 
This is why I have wanted to return and 
contribute back to the country. 

2. So pretty soon you’ll say Pentecost, but for now, 
where in the world is the favourite place you’ve 
travelled to? 

My favourite destination so far has been South 
Africa/Swaziland where I volunteered at a 
cheetah sanctuary and an orphanage 
respectively. I really love working with both 
children and animals so this was an amazing 
experience. 

3. Now tell us, why VLSSS? 

I was looking for opportunities to give back to 
…. 

 

 

 

Emma on the beach during her first trip to Vanuatu. 
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5. How about at the summer school itself, what are you looking forward to the most? 

I am really looking forward to meeting the children and making a connection.  Every child deserves the best 
opportunity and I believe strongly in “putting back” into communities – not just money but hard work and effort. 

6. Luxury item, what is going with you that you can’t live without? 

Hair conditioner, I like looking after my hair wherever I am. 

7. Soon you’ll be on Pentecost, but where are you now and what are you doing? 

Right now, I am in Sydney – I finished my nursing skills exam today, and am now studying for the written exams 
and preparing for my upcoming practical placement in the operating room. 

8. Get it off your chest! Go ahead and tell us whatever you like! 

I am really excited for January, and so keen to meet everyone. Can hardly wait! 

Thanks Emma, we’re really excited to meet you too! Looks like we’ve got some cracking volunteers for VLSSS 2017, 

only a couple of months now and they’ll be touching down on Pentecost! What a great bunch! 

 

Our Donors 

Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School is funded through a variety of sources. We are partnered with two major 

donors, British Friends of Vanuatu (BFoV) and the Kiwanis Club of Port Vila, who we are delighted to have built up 

strong relationships with over the years. 

BFoV was formed back in 1986 with the objective of helping to bridge the gap between the United Kingdom and 

the newly independent Republic of Vanuatu. The association is active in a number of development areas, but 

particularly so in education. BFoV took notice of VLSSS early on and were our first donor partnership, having made 

a major contribution to each summer school since VLSSS 2014, totalling over 500,000VT to date! That’s a 

remarkable contribution and one we are extremely grateful for. Also note BFoV membership is not restricted solely 

to Brits. Members of all nationalities are welcome, and for an extremely reasonable annual membership fee (only 

around 12 pound), you receive the BFoV quarterly newsletter and contribute to their charitable causes, such as 

VLSSS! What a bargain! Check out their website for details of how to join: 

www.british-friends-of-vanuatu.com/how_to_join.htm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Both of our partners are great supporters of all that VLSSS does, and have made it clear that they wish to continue 

to support the organisation on its journey. We can’t express enough how much we appreciate their backing, and 

look forward to many more years of great partnership to come. We are so proud that they have joined the VLSSS 

family. 

 

Kiwanis International reached what was 

then the New Hebrides in 1973, the 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila was born. VLSSS 

showed up on their radar a few years 

ago, and the Kiwanis made their first 

major contribution to the summer 

school for VLSSS 2016. For the next 

summer school this coming January they 

have pledged a massive 250,000VT, the 

largest single contribution that the 

organisation has ever received! This 

incredible contribution has marked the 

Kiwanis intention of further building 

their relationship with VLSSS and we are 

tremendously thankful. 

 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila members on race day back in August. 

http://www.british-friends-of-vanuatu.com/how_to_join.htm
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boosting the confidence of the young students. As 

well as encouraging communication, use of English, 

speaking publicly, overcoming reticence and 

rewarding effort (as well as achievement), it must be 

obvious how much of a help this is to a school child to 

be confident of getting on with new found friends, and 

to bridge the transition from local primary school to 

possibly remote and intimidating “big school”. 

It has clearly worked. Volunteers are joining. The local 

community has signed up for it, and made the local 

school premises available. A provisions store, started 

by James both to benefit the community and to supply 

additional funding, has been successful. Word of 

VLSSS success has spread. That is why in each of its 

first years, starting in 2013, VLSSS has grown bigger 

and achieved more success than the previous time. 

And it is why we at BFoV have seen the worth of what 

is being done, and have each year made a substantial 

contribution to the costs of running the school. 

James’s initiative and sheer personal commitment and 

drive, together with his excellent and dedicated 

volunteers, have benefitted huge numbers of children 

already. We at BFoV are delighted to have been able 

to help achieve that success, for its own sake above 

all, but noting also that pupils whose confidence has 

been boosted and initiative awoken may later find 

they perform much better in secondary school, and – 

who knows - benefit in turn from the assistance of 

BFoV in their later schooling. And there is no obvious 

limit to James’s hopes for where this will lead in the 

future. We wish him and his volunteers every success. 

Gordon Dickinson CBE JP, 

Chairman, 

British Friends of Vanuatu 

 

British Friends of Vanuatu members celebrating Vanuatu’s 

Independence Day on 30th July 2016. 

British Friends of Vanuatu 

 

British Friends of Vanuatu (BFoV) has become 

something of a presence (in Pentecost especially) over 

the years in sponsoring secondary school pupils whose 

potential deserves the support they might not 

otherwise receive because of inability to pay school 

fees. We know how education is valued in Vanuatu. 

But none of us at BFoV had thought there was such a 

gap in the support system for pupils as the gap which 

James Roberts spotted in 2011, having worked as a 

volunteer in schools there. 

James Roberts had the vision to realise that there was 

a tremendous leap into the unknown for young 

students in the transition from primary school to 

secondary school. Think of it. You are 11 years old. 

Until now you have been living with your family all 

your life, and at school in your village with your 

childhood friends, and your schooling has been free. 

Now you have to go to secondary school. You have to 

leave both your family and your village - maybe for the 

first time – and go away to live in another village, 

maybe even another island. You may not be with the 

same friends. And your parents may now be faced 

with having to pay school fees for you, which may be 

hard for them. The possible stress lines are obvious – 

when someone points them out! 

Children in these circumstances might well be 

reticent, nervous, lonely and worried about how they 

will get on, unused to handling the more adult word 

they will now have to be part of. James saw this, and 

hit upon how to deal with it. So was born VLSSS, a 

summer school for children who are to go on to 

secondary education, aimed not so much at teaching 

(though basic skills are reinforced and built upon) as 

at character development, confidence building and 

self-sufficiency. Social skills are brought out, team 

building and civic standards underpinned, and above 

all an atmosphere is generated of inclusion and 

downright FUN. 

One has only to read the full and detailed reports 

made by James of the activities and classes that are 

organised, the games played and the initiatives being 

encouraged to see what an opportunity is offered to 

the pupils lucky enough to take part. And to see 

chronicled in those reports the results in terms of 

……… 
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Our Donors Continued…. 

We don’t just receive funding from our partner organisations. VLSSS has just recently received a generous 

contribution from VLSSS Programme Manager, Georgia Naughton-Watt, and her husband Michael Sandon. They 

have pledged a massive 100,000VT to the organisation for VLSSS 2017, and have even said that they hope to make 

this an annual donation. The newlyweds have done so much for VLSSS already. For those of you that don’t know, 

they celebrated their wedding earlier this year. We wish them all the best for their lives together. 

Every volunteer that joins the program also makes a hugely important one-off contribution of 75,000VT raised 

through their own fundraising efforts. To all volunteers past and present that have made such a critical contribution, 

we are extremely grateful. 

As the organisation has expanded over the years so too have our annual costs, but we continue to deliver an 

extremely high quality program at very good value per student. Remember those that attend the summer school 

do not pay a fee. They board at the school for a month, eat three hearty meals a day, have all they could wish for 

in the classroom including excellent resources and great teachers, and are transported to and from their home 

village. Read about our Sponsor-A-Star program on the back page of this newsletter if you wish to pledge your own 

support to this unique organisation. 

 

 

James Roberts, Director of Vanuatu Little Stars 

Summer School, attended one of our meetings back in 

2014 and as a result of his presentation and continued 

communication with the Kiwanis Club of Port Vila we 

have been a supporter of the project.  Kiwanis are 

proud to be helping with some continued funding for 

the 2017 School. 

The vision and purpose of VLSSS are a great fit with 

our aim of “Serving the Children of Vanuatu”.  We 

hope with the continued growth of the project and 

building the relationship Kiwanis Club of Port Vila can 

be a long term supporter of the project. 

Maxwell Macgill, 

President, 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila 

 

Action from earlier this year at the Kiwanis Club of Port 

Vila’s primary fundraising event. 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila 

 

Kiwanis is an International Organisation that has a 

motto: "Serving the Children of the World". 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila is an Incorporated Charitable 

Organisation which celebrated its 40th Anniversary in 

2013. We have over 20 registered members who 

attend fortnightly meetings to discuss projects that 

can be supported by our club to improve health, 

education and to primarily “Serve the Children of 

Vanuatu”. 

Kiwanis Club of Port Vila holds a couple of fundraising 

activities during the year with the primary event being 

the "Kiwanis Charity Horse Race Meeting."  This event 

runs from a Race Ball on the Wednesday evening 

through to a Lunch on the Friday and concluding with 

the Race Meeting on the Saturday. The event is staged 

mid-August each year. The race meeting is attended 

by over 10,000 local Ni-Vanuatu and expatriate 

residents of Vanuatu.  The event also attracts overseas 

visitors and international sporting and entertainment 

personalities. 

The proceeds from these events are then directed by 

the Kiwanis Club of Port Vila towards charitable 

projects with a focus on women’s and children’s 

health and education. 
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Words from Kate Snailham 

You’ve probably got a good idea by now of how VLSSS 

works and what a magical place it is.  But where does 

it sit within the larger picture of Vanuatu and its 

education system? 

Firstly, let me assure you that the summer school is 

not a fleeting idea, a whim on the spur of the moment 

to give international volunteers a chance to play with 

smiling children on a beach.  It’s about growth, 

support and the development of both Pentecost’s 

brightest stars and the leadership capacity of Vanuatu 

as a whole. 

I first ventured to Vanuatu in 2011, where I met James, 

Georgia, about 100 Ni-Van high school students, and 

my adoptive family – Mummy Jessy, Daddy Roger and 

my siblings Glen, Suwé, Taré and Malmal.  My family 

are the root of my connection with Vanuatu, they 

taught me the language, about the food, how to make 

baskets, what to wear to church and how happy a 

simple life can be. 

Stereotyped as a tropical paradise best suited for the 

vacations and honeymoons of Australians and New 

Zealanders, Vanuatu is very easy to fall in love with.  It 

has the pristine beaches, the vibrant rainforests, the 

colourful fruit and veg markets and the hospitable 

society required of such a stereotype.  So first 

impressions are good.  For resort-goers, you can 

happily while away the time enjoying the scenery and 

exploring the natural and cultural wonders Vanuatu 

has to offer.  But for a lucky few who dare to forge 

their way off the beaten track, the wonders just keep 

coming. 

Within this vibrant world, significant challenges 

persist.  The country is plagued with corruption, 

gender inequality can be found at every turn and the 

education system is basic.  The national schooling 

system does have impressive enrolment rates at the 

primary school level and literacy has increased across 

the country.  However, having worked as a teacher in 

Vanuatu, and alongside James who has done so for far 

longer, it is evident that school in Vanuatu is an 

exercise in rote learning.  Students are taught facts 

and figures, grammar and the rules of mathematics – 

the things they need to pass their exams.  But 

leadership skills?  Imagination and creativity?  Public-

speaking skills?  Ambition?  Self-confidence?  

Teamwork skills? The ability to confidently stand out 

from the crowd and have a unique opinion?  Sadly, 

these are hard to come by. 

 

Being educated in Australia, I took drama lessons, 

mentoring sessions and group assignments for 

granted.  After only 6 months teaching in Vanuatu, I 

was unable to identify these as profoundly significant 

in shaping who I am, how I conduct myself and how I 

work with others.  James, on the other hand, delved 

deeper into the vacuum of competent leaders in 

Vanuatu and analysed some of the root causes.  From 

this exploration, Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School 

was born. 

Heading into the fifth year, we’re already seeing great 

results as summer school graduates take on school 

leadership positions across Pentecost and teachers 

speak highly of their confidence, dedication and 

enthusiasm.  Going forward, the possibilities are 

bright and endless!  I, for one, dream of an 

environment where my sisters feel empowered to 

hold positions of leadership, where corruption is a 

thing of the past and where strong, comprehensive 

development is driven from within. 

I feel incredibly lucky to have been part of VLSSS for 

the last two years.  Seeing and supporting the children 

as they grow and change over the 4 weeks we spend 

together is astounding.  What Director James has 

created with the more than capable assistance of 

Programme Manager Georgia is something truly 

special. 

Kate Snailham, 

Volunteer Teacher, 

VLSSS 2015 & 2016 

 

Kate with students Sheena (left) and Sandra (right) at 

VLSSS 2015. 
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Former Vollie Experiences 

You’ve already met some of the new vollies who will be with us in January 2017. How about our former volunteers 

from summer schools past. We’ve had some great young men and women come and join us over the past few 

years, who have all enjoyed a pretty special experience. We’ll let them do the talking. 

In this edition we have two former vollies for you. First of all is Molly Threlfall from Somerset, United Kindom. Molly 

joined through our first ever volunteer program for VLSSS 2015, our third summer school. She joined the 

Anglophone teaching team in the January of her gap-year, VLSSS was the highlight…. 

Name: Molly Threlfall 

Nationality: British 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of the classroom. When we left, we gave him and George matching friendship bracelets which actually made 

them cry, it was very heart warming.  

4. Your little slice of paradise, where was your favourite spot in Vanuatu? 

My Favourite spot in Vanuatu was sitting in the sea on Pentecost, on top of the fresh water springs. From here 

we would watch the ‘Sea Cow’ swimming past, the children have their daily shower and the best bit about it 

was sitting on top of the fresh water springs was probably the only time out of my 4 weeks that I actually felt 

cold….  

5. Vanuatu is often said to be the happiest country in the world, so is it true? 

Everyone was so happy to see us. Within the first week we had been adopted into a local family. They threw a 

massive ceremony with amazing food and not so amazing drink… (Kava). Every other day my ‘Dad’ would bring 

me food such as oranges, sweet potato and pineapple. They were so kind, and always singing and dancing so 

obviously very happy.  

6. How about now, where are you and what are you doing? 

I am now studying Business at Oxford Brookes University.  

7. Daydreaming the hours away, how often do you think of your time on Pentecost and at VLSSS? 

I think a lot about VLSSS, it’s changed the way I go about things. It’s definitely made me appreciate running 

water, showers and washing machines! It’s also made me want to see more of Vanuatu and other untouched 

…. 

 

1. Let’s get started, try to sum up your 

experience at VLSSS in only 5 words. 

Best experience of my gap-year.  

2. Now for your highlight, what was your best 

moment at the summer school? 

Watching Fanika receive her prize for most 

improved student was probably my favourite 

moment at the summer school. This is because 

she was so happy, and deserved it so much.  

3. We’re not supposed to but all teachers do, so 

tell us, who was your favourite student? 

My Favourite student was Jim, closely 

followed by George and Fanika. Jim was full of 

energy and had one of the biggest 

personalities I have ever known, he was a 

pleasure to teach and even more fun outside 

… 

 

Molly with the charismatic George (left) and Jim (right). 
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The volunteer program is a unique and life changing experience, it was great to have Molly as part of that program 

for its first year. Next up is Lachlan Arthur from Adelaide, Australia, who joined the Anglophone team at VLSSS 

2016. He was a massive hit, and left just as inspired as his students… 

Name: Lachlan Arthur 

Nationality: Australian 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

heaps of dead grass covering the field, so during the lunch break I asked some of the boys to clear the grass.  

They went about their business and were collecting up the grass using a wheelbarrow and making a pile at the 

back of the school.  I turned my back for a few seconds, and upon looking back there was a huge ball of fire as 

one of the lads had borrowed some matches from the school chef and set the grass pile on fire.  Being an 

Australian, I completely freaked out at the sight of fire, but given doing a bit of burning off was just a regular 

activity for the boys, they thought it was hilarious to strike some fear into Mr Lachlan with 5 metre high flames. 

This was the highlight of my summer school because it encapsulated the cheeky, fun-loving nature of the kids, 

but also how they never cease to surprise you with how clever and inventive they can be. 

3. We’re not supposed to but all teachers do, so tell us, who was your favourite student? 

Very difficult to choose, but Newton was certainly my favourite student.  Not only does he carry the name of a 

famous physicist, but Newton was undoubtedly one of the hardest working kids in the classroom and he had an 

awesome ‘never give up’ attitude, which was inspirational to watch as a teacher.  One instance that exemplified 

his drive and determination was his desire to continue to participate in the boys soccer match even when he 

was suffering from a nasty ankle injury.  The night before I had in fact carried the poor little guy back to the 

school from the river after he had twisted it so badly he couldn’t walk, but that didn’t stop him going in hard 

……. 

 

Molly in island attire with Fanika. 
 

naturally beautiful countries.  

8. This last one is just for you! Go ahead and tell us 

whatever you like! 

James does such an amazing job running VLSSS for 

these kids. They are such amazing children that 

deserve the world. I would recommend everyone to 

get involved in this as much as possible. It has been 

one of the most unforgettable experiences of my life. 

None of my friends did anything compared to this on 

their year abroad, and it stands out in every 

conversation I have about it. Being a teacher at VLSSS 

was hands down one of the most rewarding, 

challenging and breath-taking roles I think I will ever 

have the pleasure of undertaking.  

 

1. Let’s get started, try to sum up your 

experience at VLSSS in only 5 words. 

Eye opening and life changing. 

2. Now for your highlight, what was your 

best moment at the summer school? 

The highlight of my summer school 

was during the Wednesday lunchtime 

of the first week of the summer 

school.  Wednesday afternoons at the 

summer school are allocated to 

sports, and on this afternoon the boys 

were set to play soccer.  There was 

……. 

 

Lachlan with the boys! 
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VLSSS Logo 

As if this first edition of the VLSSS quarterly newsletter isn’t exciting enough, we’d also like to unveil something 

equally as exciting, the newly designed VLSSS logo! Big credit goes to Christopher Roberts, brother of the VLSSS 

Director, who recently experienced the program for the first time joining the teaching team earlier this year for 

VLSSS 2016. He’s put his skills to great use, and we’re extremely happy with it. No longer under wraps, we present 

the new design! We hope it makes you jump for joy like our little stars. 

 

for the ball – even though he could be seen limping around when the ball was out of play! 

4. Your little slice of paradise, where was your favourite spot in Vanuatu? 

I have so many fond memories of different places in Vanuatu from all the places we visited on Pentecost, to 

snorkelling on Hideaway Island in Port Vila on New Year’s Eve to climbing the Mt Yasur volcano on Tanna, but 

undoubtedly Bwatnapni was my favourite place in Vanuatu.  Having been there and participated in the school 

and met the people in the town, and of course now having a life-long connection to my adopted family, 

Bwatnapni really is paradise on Earth, and I am lucky to be able to call it my home away from home. 

5. Vanuatu is often said to be the happiest country in the world, so is it true? 

As an Aussie I am always going to be biased and say that there is no place like home, but the innate friendliness 

and happiness of Ni-vans is hard to question.  Their generosity, and love of sharing stories and teaching you 

about their way of life is something I haven’t experienced anywhere else in the world and I certainly have never 

felt as ‘at home’ when I have been travelling as I did in Vanuatu. 

6. How about now, where are you and what are you doing? 

I still call South Australia home, however I spend most of my time in Canberra where I am studying at the 

Australian National University.  I am completing a combined Bachelor of Philosophy (Honours) degree focusing 

in medical research which will merge into a Doctor of Medicine and Surgery program.  With those degrees up 

my sleeve (when I finally graduate in 2022…add a PhD to make it a little longer) I will pursue a career as a 

clinician-researcher.  In the short-term however I am lucky enough to be heading off on a new adventure in 2017 

by continuing my studies at ETH Zurich in Switzerland for the first half of the year. 

7. Daydreaming the hours away, how often do you think of your time on Pentecost and at VLSSS? 

Probably too often for my own good!  I quite often find myself going back through all the photos I took when I 

was in Vanuatu as a method of procrastination. 

Fantastic to hear from you Lachlan, and to see you are well on your way to great things! We’ve got plenty of former 

vollies who are eager to share their experiences too, we look forward to introducing you to a couple more in our 

next edition. 
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Inspiring Leaders 

Jayford Sarial 

At VLSSS we don’t just develop our students’ 

leadership skills, we encourage inspirational young Ni-

Vanuatu already well on their way to reach their full 

potential. It’s a pleasure to share with you Jayford’s 

story…. 

Name: Jayford Sarial 

Year: VLSSS 2013, 2014 & 2017 

In January 2013 Jayford Sarial had just finished his year 

13 studies at Malapoa College. A young, intelligent 

and compassionate student from North Pentecost, 

and a former student of VLSSS founder James David 

Roberts, we were eager for Jayford to be involved in 

the first summer school. Thankfully Jayford, whose 

motivation never ceases to amaze, was just as keen, 

‘Mi neva kat wan janis blong wok olsem, hemi wan 

neufala experience – I’d never had the chance to work 

like that, it was a new experience’. 

Despite initial nerves, Jayford took it all in his stride, 

‘Fes wik mi nervous smol, mi no save hao blong mi 

stanap blong toktok – The first week I was a little 

nervous, I didn’t know how to stand up and talk’. 

Vanuatu’s Little Stars Summer School doesn’t just 

build its students into leaders, it transforms its 

teachers too, ‘Mi stap luk hao yufala I tij, mo mi stap 

krabem sam skills long yufala wea yufala I experience 

finis blong tij – I watched you teach, and I grabbed 

skills from the experienced teachers’. It wasn’t long 

before Jayford was captivating the classroom, he was 

a favourite with the students! 

Jayford thinks it was a unique experience to really put 

into practice what he’d learnt at school, ‘Yu practisim 

wanem wea yu learnem – You practice what you’ve 

learnt’. Not only did he love this chance to utilise his 

knowledge from his own education, he’d found added 

value in working with his colleagues, ‘Oli sharem ol 

aedia afta yumi planem ol aedia tu long ol nara fren 

blong yumi! – They shared their ideas and we also 

planted ideas in our friends!’. 

Jayford continued on his own educational pathway, 

studying courses at the University of the South 

Pacific’s (USP) Port Vila campus for two years and 

returning to the second summer school in 2014. Trying 

to make something of yourself isn’t all that easy in 

Vanuatu for a young person today. Jayford knows this 

only too well, and suffered a big blow in early 2015 

……. 

when he thought he was on his way to PNG for his 

undergraduate studies. He was ready to go when the 

scholarship he’d been awarded just didn’t materialise. 

Undeterred, Jayford began an attachment with the 

Department of Biosecurity where he again found his 

experience at VLSSS useful, ‘Reference blong VLSSS 

hemi enrichem CV blong mi – My reference from VLSSS 

enriched my CV’. 

 

Jayford (right) with VLSSS Director James David 

Roberts (left) catching up in Port Vila. 

He hadn’t given up on his dream of further study, and 

despite an offer of a full time job with the department 

and his family’s wishes to see him continue with paid 

work, he returned to USP at the beginning of this year 

studying courses in Physical Geography and Physics. 

His determination paid off, with Jayford scoring the 

highest mark across the Pacific in his Physical 

Geography course. He wasn’t done yet, for the second 

semester he took up the course ‘Introduction to 

Biogeography and Ethnobiology’, and again topped 

the region for his coursework, now just awaiting the 

results of his final exam. This is not surprising given the 

initiative he has shown. For his course assignment 

Jayford began his research and reached out to Swiss 

scientist, Bruno Kneubühler, who has an interest in 

entomology and specialises in stick insects. Bruno 

recognised Jayford’s passion and they struck a deal to 

help each other! Despite Jayford’s assignment having 

long been submitted, he continues to delve into the 

bush at night and log the stick insects he finds. He is 

researching the distribution of the insect in Vanuatu 

to support Bruno’s work. Get Jayford talking about 

stick insects and there’s no pause button! 
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Jayford has now applied for a scholarship to study at 

USP’s main campus in Suva, Fiji. He’s an inspiring 

young Ni-Vanuatu man, and that’s why we love to 

have him at VLSSS. He’s already enthused some young 

prodigies to follow in his footsteps. He encouraged a 

group of students from VLSSS 2014 to apply to 

Malapoa College for their year 9 studies. Yep, that’s 

them: Sabrina Matan, Florence Ala, Georgian Simon, 

……. 

 

Gorden Bebe, Hilton Tari Lolo and Meriam Ware, all 

achieving a place at the institution. Jayford is 

overjoyed, ‘Mi hapi from oli reli krabem wanem wea 

yumi sharem wetem olgeta. Mi olsem wan studen yet 

hemi wan ona – I’m happy because they really grabbed 

what we shared with them. As a student still it’s an 

honour.’ We can’t wait to welcome Jayford back this 

coming January! 

Sponsor-A-Star 
VLSSS is launching the Sponsor-A-Star program! 

Love what VLSSS does? Want to be more involved? 

Feel a personal connection? 

 Here is your chance to Sponsor-A-Star! 

 

Joining the Sponsor-A-Star program is simple, just make your donation which will cover the costs of one 

student to attend the full program in January 2017. Students don’t pay any fee to attend as finances 

already pose a barrier to education for most in this developing nation. Accommodation, food, stationery, 

transport and quality teachers are all covered by VLSSS for the month. Your single donation can cover all 

that for one bright star. At only £75 or $120 (Aussie), we offer top quality at great value! 

Sounds great? It gets better! You’ll also receive a special Sponsor-A-Star pack including: 

 

 

It’s your chance for a personal connection with the program, and your star! We have a couple of easy 

options to make your donation, via: 

1. BT MyDonate – Just go to: mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/sponsor-a-star 

No costs involved and UK tax payers can even claim gift aid! Donations in other currencies are 

converted at the interbank rate, with no commission or fees. A great option for Brits and non-Brits 

alike. The BT MyDonate option is made possible through the support of our donor partner British 

Friends of Vanuatu. 

2. Bank Transfer – If you want to stick to a simple bank transfer then just contact us for the account 

details: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

Sponsor-A-Star today! For more information contact: reachVLSSS@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 A personal letter from your star 

 A photo of your star 

 A whole school photo 

 Examples of your star’s school work 
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